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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Our development program continues to
expand with a successful annual campaign
and our newly-minted Conservancy Heroes
membership program. Both will help to fund the
amazing work we do.
In March, we held another successful
Junior Citizen Science Festival, reaching more
youth than ever before! Our incredible family of
Justin Owen

stewards continues to grow and flourish. And
our professional staff is hard at work in support

Spring has arrived, and the

of our vital mission.

McDowell Sonoran Conservancy is

I encourage you to take advantage of spring

blooming. I am not just referring to

by doing something new with the Conservancy—

the cactus flowers and greening

engage with a new program, explore a new trail,

leaves in Scottsdale’s McDowell

or attend one of our free events and learn about

Sonoran Preserve! We have

something that’s always piqued your interest.

successfully launched the Conser-

There are so many ways to be involved.

vancy’s new look and feel with our

May you find the renewal and rejuvenation

redesigned logo and a fresh brand

that Mother Nature gives us each year at this

image that positions us to spring

time. I hope to see you out in the Preserve,

forward into a new era of growth in

embracing this most wonderful time of year in

programming and outreach.

our beautiful desert!
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Connecting People to Place—The Story of the
Interpretive Signs at the Fraesfield and Granite
Mountain Trailheads
By Scott Hamilton,
Preserve planner, City of Scottsdale

O

n the most fundamental level,

will be similar in size and amenities to

experience for our Preserve visitors.

interpretive signs connect

the Lost Dog Wash and Tom’s Thumb

Parking for passenger vehicles and

people to the place they are

Trailheads. The improvements include

horse trailers is a given, because

visiting. With a deeper understanding,

restrooms, passenger vehicle parking,

without parking, you have no trailhead.

you will see that there is more to the

equestrian trailer parking and staging

Restrooms are a fundamental element

story.

areas, shaded seating areas, drinking

and are often the public’s most

fountains (Fraesfield only), and storage

requested amenity. The other items,

help us achieve the management

areas for maintenance supplies. Each

such as shaded seating areas and

objectives of Scottsdale’s McDowell

trailhead will include interpretive,

water fountains, serve an important

Sonoran Preserve. Interpretive signs

orientation, and regulatory signs.

role by providing visitors cool comforts

Well-designed interpretive signs

enhance visitor experience, promote
education and understanding of

The common trailhead amenities
are important for providing a quality

on hot desert days.
There are many diverse and

the Preserve, foster stewardship of
the Preserve’s natural and cultural
resources, and improve visitor compliance with rules and regulations.
In his 1957 book titled Interpreting
our Heritage, Freeman Tilden coined a
phrase that has inspired generations of
interpreters: “Through interpretation,
understanding; through understanding,
appreciation; through appreciation,
protection.” This theme served as
inspiration during the creation of the
interpretive signs for the Fraesfield and
Granite Mountain Trailheads.
These two trailheads, located in
the northern region of the Preserve, are
under construction and expected to be
complete in early summer of 2019. They

This graphic is a page from the larger interpretive sign design book. Graphic courtesy of the City of
Scottsdale
40

smithgroup.com
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that ultimately led to fabrication and

vistas and views of distant peaks, and

installation.

noting the things that inspired us.

To review the existing Preserve

The themes we settled upon included

interpretive signs, the design team

geology, flora and fauna, the life cycle

visited various Preserve sites, such as

of the saguaro, the importance of

Gateway, Tom’s Thumb, and Brown’s

pollinators, the role of water in human

Ranch Trailheads. The interpretive

history, dog safety, sharing the trail,

information at these sites has been a

the history of and support for the

great success, as evidenced by years

Conservancy, general Preserve history,

of enjoyment by a diverse population of

visitor safety and preparedness, map

Preserve visitors. The goal of reviewing

orientation, and hike and ride route

these signs was to identify the features

suggestions.

that worked well and those that we

Once the team established the

could improve. The overall observation

general locations and themes for the

from the team was that we have an

signs, the process of drafting the sign

important story to tell, and the greatest

copy began. The City of Scottsdale

challenge is sharing it in a succinct

Preserve staff tackled the wayfinding

manner. In our increasingly digital

and regulatory elements, and the

world, people’s attention spans are
This graphic shows the planned location of the interpretive signs at Fraesfield Trailhead.
Graphic courtesy of the City of Scottsdale

short. According to the National Park
Service Guide to Developing Outdoor

detailed engineering and architectural

4

A well-thought-out sign package

Conservancy and Field Institute staff
This graphic shows the planned location of the interpretive signs at Granite Mountain Trailhead.
Graphic courtesy of the City of Scottsdale
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smithgroup.com

and stewards took on the natural
history themes. The team held many

Interpretive Exhibits, a user typically

meetings and reviews to refine the

spends less than 45 seconds looking at

copy to concise messages. Once the

decisions that are made during the

begins with a collaborative team

an interpretive sign. From this, we knew

team finished editing the copy, it

design of a trailhead facility. Often,

approach. For this project, we sought

our sign graphics for the Fraesfield and

was handed off to the architects and

the interpretive signs are secondary

representation from people with

Granite Mountain Trailheads needed to

graphic designers at Smith Group

to these decisions and sometimes are

diverse backgrounds and experiences.

be concise and compelling.

JJR, the firm under contract with the

even an afterthought. But their impor-

This included staff and stewards from

tance should not be overlooked. Signs

the McDowell Sonoran Conservancy

new trailhead sites and conduct a site

intimate knowledge of the architectural

serve as a lens through which people

and the Parsons Field Institute, staff

analysis. We did this in the summer of

elements of the project, Smith Group

see not only the minute details of the

from the City of Scottsdale and the

2018, prior to the start of construction.

excelled at producing artwork and

surrounding environment, but also the

Arizona Game and Fish Department,

We found our way to the locations of

designs that create a seamless

greater context of the Preserve and

and diverse professionals from Smith

the main trailhead structures using

connection between the architecture

the Sonoran Desert. People do not

Group JJR, Valley Rain Construction,

aerial photos as our guide. The team

of the buildings and the sign panels.

typically come to the Preserve seeking

and E2 Innovations. This talented team

used the preliminary site plans and

interpretive signs, but it is our goal to

followed a multistage process. It began

architectural graphics to identify loca-

ciated that there are dozens of minute

present signs that satisfy an internal

with the review of existing Preserve

tions where signs would be most useful

decisions that are made for how sign

need visitors may not even have known

interpretive signs, proceeded through

and began identifying the general

panels integrate and mount to building

they have. We want them to be drawn in

a detailed site analysis of the Fraesfield

theme of each sign. We took time to

walls, seat walls, steel columns,

by intriguing graphics, and to walk away

and Granite Mountain Trailheads, and

take in the surrounding environment,

The next step was to visit the two

with a deeper understanding of the place

culminated with the creation and

surveying notable characteristics of

they are visiting and its importance.

editing of the artwork for the signs

the plant communities, observing the

City to design the trailheads. With its

It is not often noticed nor appre-

railings, and other elements of the
In early summer of 2018, members of the interpretive sign team stood where the Granite Mountain Trailhead
building would be constructed. Using maps and renderings of the trailhead, they conceptualized what signs
would enhance the visitors’ experience relating to the larger area. Photo by Scott Hamilton

site. Smith Group, working with Valley
Rain Construction and E2 Innovations,
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Scottsdale Community Services
Making Scottsdale the premier community for everyone!

MCDOWELL SONORAN
PRESERVE

Beautiful outdoor
spaces and classes.

Support services
and programs.

Free access to books,
movies, music and
programs.

Over 30,500 acres of
Sonoran Desert waiting
to be explored.

Visit ScottsdaleAZ.gov for more information.
Forms are put into place for pouring concrete walls at Fraesfield Trailhead. Photo by Scott Hamilton

has done a stellar job with this. Valley Rain is the general

features such as map boxes, brochure racks, donation drop

contractor for the Fraesfield and Granite Mountain Trailheads,

slots, and bulletin boards. This highly talented team will

and E2 Innovations is a specialty subcontractor for the sign

produce an impressive product that helps us achieve the

panels, steel mounting structures, and other important steel

management objectives of the Preserve.
When you visit the new Fraesfield and
Granite Mountain Trailheads, we hope you
enjoy the interpretive signs. Please take a
moment to ponder and appreciate the effort
and expertise of the many people who dedicated countless hours of their time to bring
them to you.
For current information on the status of
construction of the Fraesfield and Granite
Mountain Trailheads, please visit the City of
Scottsdale website at www.scottsdaleaz.gov.
You also can contact me directly at 480-3127722 or email me at Shamilton@scottsdaleAZ.
gov. I hope to see you out on the trail!

Construction at both Fraesfield Mountain Trailhead (above) and Granite Mountain Trailhead is
underway. The two trailheads will open in the early summer of 2019. Photo by Scott Hamilton
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Bee Smart – Here’s How
By John Loleit,
Northern Preserve natural resources coordinator

Photo by Dennis Eckel

T

he Sonoran Desert is home

wildflowers, and many other plants.

You may encounter a mass of bees

to as many as 1,000 species

Bees also are a food source for birds,

hanging in a tree, bush, or clustered in

of bees. Each species fills a

lizards, and other insects. Ground

cracks of rock. This could be a colony

dark clothing or strong perfume

The sting area will be red, and there will

rarely result in a sting. However, it’s

nesting bees aerate the soil with their

of bees looking for a location to start a

when you are hiking. Unscented

be swelling at the site. With any sting, if

good to know how to avoid stings and

tunnels, which provide a conduit for

new hive. When Africanized bees are in

sunscreen is best.

you have difficulty breathing, swelling

what to do when they do occur. If you

insect plays a vital role worldwide in

rainwater to reach plant roots. Their

this situation, they are usually resting

of the throat and tongue, nausea, or

follow these basic precautions, your

plant reproduction. Globally, 71 of the

nitrogen-rich fecal matter fertilizes

and waiting for scout bees to find a

your arm or hover around your

dizziness, call 911 immediately. Loss of

experience in the Preserve will be as

home for the colony. They will move

face. Your first reaction may be to

consciousness may follow.

wonderful as can be.

on quickly after finding suitable hive

swat it away. As tempting as this

Preserve, stop occasionally and listen.

locations under rocks, in large cracks in

is, do not swat a bee. This action

Scottsdale’s McDowell

Most likely you will hear the hum and

boulders, or in any area that provides

triggers a pheromone release to

Sonoran Preserve, and

protection and shelter.

alert other bees in the area that

provide the nearest

there is a problem and it is time to

emergency marker

attack.

number of the trail you

unique environmental niche.
This hearty and well-adapted

100-crop species that provide 90% of
our food supply are bee pollinated.
Locally in the Scottsdale’s
McDowell Sonoran Preserve, bees play
an integral part in pollinating cactus,

the soil.
As you enjoy the trails in the

buzz of bees almost year-round. Look
closely at the ground for
one-eighth- to one-quar-

sting. You should always be cautious

ter-inch holes with small

around them. A quick, but not frantic,

• Should the bees persist around

Tell the 911 operator you are in

are on, and the nearest

piles of soil particles

exit of the area is best so as not to

around them. These holes

excite them. Here are a few other

with your hands. They are

trailhead addresses are

can be a few inches to

tips to help you avoid unwanted bee

attracted to the carbon dioxide

printed on the Preserve

several feet deep. They are

encounters and enable you to Bee

in your breath when you exhale.

trail map, so carry a map.

Smart.

Quietly leave the area then run!

Stay on the phone until

• Before you leave home for a hike,

Keep running to get as far from

otherwise instructed and

consider your clothing and how

them as possible. Do not stop or

try to stay calm.

digger bees.
Africanized bees live
in the Preserve, and they

8

• Occasionally a bee may land on

you, cover your face and nose

home to ground-nesting

This wild honeybee colony made its hive in a cliff. Photo by John Weser

Many species of bees and wasps

This bee hive has been in the same saguaro for many years. Photo by Lynne Russell

you smell. What you wear and

tend to be aggressive

your odor may influence your at-

when they feel threatened.

tractiveness to bees. Do not wear

rest until you are safe.
The average person can tolerate as
many as 10 stings per pound of weight.

trailhead address. All

Encountering bees in
the Preserve is a possibility. But such meetings

A mass of wild bees will attach to a tree limb to rest while scouts look for
a nesting site. Photo by Lynne Russell
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The completed degraded lands map and the associated

found within the Ecological Site Description (ESD) for each
disturbed site. Next, we used a generalized Sonoran Desert

seed menus will allow Preserve managers to prioritize and

Priority Species List (SDPSL) recently developed by the U.S.

undertake successful restoration efforts and help prioritize

Geological Survey. The list is based on several factors, such

species for regional native plant material development.

as importance to wildlife and pollinators, ease of propagation,

We hope that the comprehensive approach developed by

and capacity for erosion control. We compared the ESD and

the Parsons Field Institute can be adopted by other land

SDPSL species lists associated with the Preserve with the

managers in their own restoration efforts.

McDowell Sonoran Conservancy’s Preserve flora list. This

1. A seed transfer zone is the geographic areas within which seeds can be moved and sown with

process produced a refined seed menu of native species local

a good probability of establishment and limited alteration of the local genetic patterns.

to the Preserve that could occur at each site.

Potential Restoration Areas
LEGEND
Conservancy Identified Areas

Using Google Earth, citizen scientists at the Parsons Field Institute performed a degraded lands survey of the entire Preserve. The markings on the map show degraded
lands in a small portion of the Preserve known as the Gooseneck. Map by Dan Gruber

Adjacent to trail
Other: Bal Rock N
Other: Bal Rock S
Other: Bell Pass
Other: GM scenic
Other: abandoned
Other: drainage area
Other: fallen mshrm
Other: to unk struct
Prev impacted area
Trail junction
Unauth trail cluster

The one-meter hiking poles laid at the intersection of the Anasazi Spur and
Sunrise Trails show a large area affected by shortcutting and subsequent
erosion. An area such as this would be a candidate for restoration. Photo by
Dan Gruber

We also wanted to create an overall list of plant materials

Restoring Degraded Lands

appropriate for the Preserve. This list is critical for identifying

By Dr. Helen Rowe, McDowell Sonoran Conservancy Parsons Field Institute director, and
Dan Gruber, McDowell Sonoran Conservancy legacy steward

plant list for the Preserve, we compiled all the species that

COS Identified Areas

Adjacent to powerline #1
Adjacent to powerline #2
Adjacent to trail
Other: drinker access
Prev impacted area
Trail junction
Unauth trail cluster

which plant materials are available and which need to be
developed. To combine the site-specific lists into an overall

Pre-2018 Restoration Sites

occurred in at least one of the ESDs in the Preserve that also

Ancala Fire
Cutting Torch Fire
Granite Fire
Rio Fire

were in our flora list and the SDPSL. The resulting 58 plant

L

volunteers, who were Parsons Field Institute certified

occurred in the Preserve ESDs. Finally, the lists were reviewed

Sonoran Preserve’s history includes wildfire, grazing,

citizen scientists, to scan sections of the Preserve and mark

by two botanists, Steve Jones and Kara Barron, who have

and off-trail vehicle use. With numerous dispersed

additional candidate restoration locations measuring at

worked extensively in the Preserve. The resulting adjustments

disturbed areas, it can be challenging for land managers to

least 10 by 10 meters. Using high-resolution aerial imagery,

added 14 species, for a total of 72 priority species for the

prioritize which sites to restore and to determine which seeds

the volunteers identified 75 potential sites. A review of the

Preserve. We split the list into the most common species to

will be most effective at returning those areas to a natural

sites reduced the number to 66. Ultimately, this amounted to

prioritize for plant materials development and less common

state. Also, as is the case in many places across the United

about 10.5 hectares (26 acres) of disturbed Preserve lands.

species to consider for additional site-specific seed mixes.

States, local native plant material can be difficult to obtain. To

To help prioritize site restoration, we categorized all sites into

address these challenges, the Parsons Field Institute at the

types of disturbance, such as trail widening and old road, and

species are commercially available, but the origin of these

McDowell Sonoran Conservancy developed a comprehensive

measured the distance of the disturbance to a trail.

species from commercial sources is unknown. For many

approach to planning restoration efforts by mapping degrad-

In addition to preventing further site degradation, the

Preserve Trails
McDowell Sonoran Preserve

Ecological Site Descriptions
Not Given
R040XA104AZ
R040XA105AZ
R040XA110AZ/111AZ
R040XA113AZ
R040XA114AZ
R040XA115AZ/117AZ
R040XA118AZ
R040XA119AZ
R040XA120AZ
R040XA121AZ
R040XA123AZ
R040XB205AZ
R040XB208AZ
R040XB208AZ/213AZ
R040XB210AZ
R040XB216AZ
R040XB222AZ
Water

The Desert Botanical Garden found that 22 of the 72

plant species, using local seed is critical for success because

ed areas and then creating site-specific native seed menus

key to successful restoration is to plant an appropriate native

it is adapted to the conditions of the site. Before making

for restoration use.

seed mix at each disturbed site. To do this, we developed

purchases, we need to identify the origin of the available

site-specific native plant lists using a tool created by the

seeds and evaluate whether the Preserve is within the known

we started with a Google Earth map showing known

Web Soil Survey of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

seed transfer zone1 of each species. Successful restoration is

disturbed areas. We trained McDowell Sonoran Conservancy

This resulted in a list of native plant species commonly

a complicated business!

To identify restoration candidates within the Preserve,

10

species were ranked according to the number of times they

ike many other public lands, Scottsdale’s McDowell

2

1

0

2 Kilometers

This map shows details of the information used to prioritize areas in the Preserve
selected for restoration and to identify appropriate restoration seed mixes for each
area. Map by Dan Gruber
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which showcases the work of the

draws. This is the essence of the

organization in that land.

Conservancy’s mission.

We used this intelligence and

New Look, New Feel, Same Core Values

that all active stewards received new

Conservancy’s new logo, color scheme

shirts with the new logo. They were

and branding guidelines. The new logo,

provided at no charge, courtesy of

which is already in use, represents

the generosity of the Bob and Renee

a new brand that will promote the

Parsons Foundation. We hope you’ll join

Conservancy’s work as opposed to

us in celebrating our new look, as we

simply the land itself.

boldly move into our future. This is our

Our new brand and logo illustrate

W

where we are going and who we want

hat’s in a brand? Is it a

reflection of the breadth and depth

cacy organization and evolved into a

to be. The Conservancy has a lasting

name? A logo? A tagline? Or

of the offerings we present, from

stewardship organization. The Conser-

impact that stretches beyond the

is it something more?

conservation to research, programming

vancy is now transforming again—into

boundaries of Scottsdale’s McDowell

to education. To some, we are about

a science and education organization

Sonoran Preserve. It affects all levels

Dictionary, a brand is “a public image,

hiking or biking. To others, we are about

that does advocacy and stewardship as

of our community, from the children

reputation, or identity conceived

research or history.

part of its overarching mission.

who benefit from our education

To quote the Merriam-Webster

It is a blessing to

The Conservancy and BIG YAM,

mean so much to so

The Parsons Agency, funded by a

many. But, like any

generous donation from the Bob and

organization, the way

Renee Parsons Foundation, undertook

we convey what we’re

an intensive process to assess the

about to people who

Conservancy’s brand within the

are encountering us for

community. We interviewed stewards,

the first time is often

donors, city staff, and elected officials.

through our name, our

Then we carefully cataloged and

mission, and our logo.

assessed their feedback. We audited

We are also thrilled to announce

recommendation to create the

new brand, reflecting the essence of
who we are.

programs to the businesses that enjoy
the economic stimulation our tourism

Organizations
change over time. With
that change in culture
and objectives, the
of as something to be marketed or

way that an organization represents

promoted.” That’s a bit cold, perhaps,

itself must also change, and the

but closer to capturing the truest

Conservancy is no exception. It was

meaning of a brand. It’s the sum total of

established in the 1990s as an advo-

what someone feels about your entity—
the whole of reactions evoked by your
name, your logo, or your presence. It is

the missions and brands of similar

a powerful force, because it speaks to

organizations. And we concluded

the core perception of an organization,

that the Conservancy’s current brand

an individual, or a product.

can be characterized as a caregiver

In the case of the McDowell

archetype that showcases the land.

Sonoran Conservancy, our brand has

Then BIG YAM recommended that the

many different meanings to many

Conservancy’s current mission would

different people. That is a wonderful

be best reflected as a sage archetype,
Photo by Dennis Eckel
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Granite Mountain Loop Trail –
A Great Place to Connect with
Friends & Nature
By Art Ranz,
McDowell Sonoran Conservancy lead steward

T

he car pulls up and our friends
get out. “Where are we hiking
today?” they ask. “Granite

Mountain,” I reply. The Granite Mountain
Loop Trail is a great place to take
friends who are new to Scottsdale’s
McDowell Sonoran Preserve. This
wonderful, moderate, six-mile loop
hike displays many of the treasures
of the Preserve in the solitude of an
uncrowded trail.
We bring along binoculars to view
the birds. And we pack the McDowell
Sonoran Conservancy field guide,
Wildflowers and More, to help us
identify the new spring flowers.

Let’s Go Hiking!
From the Granite Mountain

the canyon wren with its distinctive

Four Peaks is one of the high points in

mountain, and we traverse a gorgeous,

Trailhead, we head in a northerly

song in the distance. The foothills of

the Mazatzals. Due east, we can see

south-facing field of flowering plants.

direction on the Bootlegger Trail, a

Granite Mountain have one of the most

a glimpse of Bartlett Dam, one of the

Reaching the Granite Mountain Trail,

broad, smooth path that winds through

impressive wild flower habitats in the

major dams on the Verde River. This

we decide to take it south and return

large granite boulders. Walking side

Preserve. The warm southern exposure,

would be a good place to return to the

to the trailhead via its intersection

by side, we can catch up on old times.

the fine erosive soil, and water runoff

trailhead if time or energy were in short

with Powerline Road #2. Otherwise,

A rock squirrel chirps to announce

from the mountain combine for perfect

supply.

we could walk the brief distance to

our approach as we smell the desert

desert plant growing conditions. We

lavender in bloom. A short jaunt on

see lupines, poppies, fairy dusters, and

around the north side of the mountain.

Saddle Horn Trail connects us to the

the ubiquitous brittle bush covering

Fewer saguaros grace this area on the

Granite Mountain Loop Trail where we

the hillside. These are just a few of

colder northern side of the mountain.

hour morning hike, and our friends

see a dense stand of healthy saguaro

more than 300 species of plants in the

At the three-mile mark, we realize that

really loved it. I highly recommend that

cacti. At this fork, we pause to gaze to

Preserve.

we have no visual contact with civili-

you take your friends—or even just

zation. We take time to appreciate the

yourself—here too.

the south where views of the McDowell

To the right of the trail is a small

Hiking onward, we wind our way

Saddlehorn Trail to retrace our steps to
the trailhead via Bootlegger Trail.
It’s been a great three-and a-half-

Mountains, Tom’s Thumb, and the Rio

abandoned mine in a quartz field. After

calm and comfort saved for perpetuity

Valley spread out. We decide to travel

a mile of gentle climbing, we arrive at a

by the existence of the Preserve.

in a counter clockwise loop around the

scenic viewpoint where we are treated

mountain.

to an expansive view. Weaver’s Needle

side of the mountain, the other three

Preserve. For a detailed map of the

juts out of the Superstition Mountains

mountains of the Northern Preserve

Granite Mountain Loop Trail, visit

Granite Mountain, the granite boulders

35 miles to the southeast. To the east,

(Cholla, Brown’s, and Cone mountains)

https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/

become higher and larger, and we hear

we see the Mazatzal Mountains at

come into view, as well as old barbed-

preserve. There you’ll find the map for

the boundary of the Phoenix Valley

wire fences from bygone ranching

the Northern and Central regions of the

and the Colorado Plateau. Distinctive

days. The trail continues to circle the

Preserve.

As we approach the base of

A forest of giant saguaro cacti grow in the area of
Granite Mountain. Some are very large and very old due
to the favorable habitat there. Brown’s Mountain is in
the background. Photo by Dennis Eckel
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The Granite Mountain Loop Trail meanders through interesting rock formations and the many varieties of cacti found along it. Photo by Dennis Eckel

As we hike onward along the west

Granite Mountain Trailhead
is located off 136th Street on the
far eastern border of the Northern

15

Spring flowers, golden Mexican poppies (Eschscholzia californica ssp. mexicana)
and purple Colter’s lupine (Lupinus sparsiflorus) blanket the mountainside after
generous winter rain. Photo by Dennis Eckel
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Busy, Beautiful and Beneficial Bees
By Dr. John Weser,
Executive director of the Center for Native & Urban Wildlife at Scottsdale Community College

P

eering into the center of a
prickly pear flower, a face looks
back at me. A short time later,

its zebra-striped body comes into view.
The belly of this beast shimmers with
yellow pollen. After a slight pause,
it takes flight and is gone. I am not
alone for long as another one tumbles
clumsily out of the air and onto the
flower. It rapidly scrambles, plowing
itself into the floral depths and out of

This leaf has been cut by a leafcutter bee. She
uses the leaf material to make her nest. Photo by
John Weser

Halictid bees have green bodies and mostly nest in the ground though a few nest in wood. Photo by John Weser

for lining their nests. Female bees use

appear in door jams or slots in sliding

species are reported to use creosote

native solitary bee species that were

leaf toughness, leaf chemistry, floral

windows. The female leafcutter bee

exclusively in completing their life

pollinating plants long before the

symmetry, and antimicrobial properties

carries leaves to her nest where she

cycle, while almost 70 additional bee

introduction of European honeybees.

when selecting leaves to cut.

rolls the leaves into brood chambers

species use creosote in combination

that she arranges end to end in a row.

with other plants.

A bee rests on the stigmas of a prickly pear flower.
Photo by John Weser

sight.
North America is home to 4,000

Solitary bees are immensely diverse
in color, shape, size, and ecology.

Several bees share the wealth inside a prickly pear
flower. Photo by John Weser

These pollinator specialists of
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Nests are often located in wood
crevices, but in urban areas, nests can

Construction of a single brood cell may

Although they feed on pollen and

take up to three hours to complete. The

nectar, solitary bees are excellent

bee provisions each cell with mixtures

pollinators, transporting high volumes

of pollen and nectar on which she lays

of pollen on their hairy bodies.

an egg. Some leafcutter bee species
prefer collecting pollen from only one

Most bees carry pollen on their
hind legs, but cactus bees and other

plant family while others choose pollen

prickly pear flowers are cactus bees,

members of their large bee family,

from numerous species.

not the familiar honeybee. Cactus

Megachilidae, carry pollen on their

bees are solitary bees that do not

lower abdomen. Other common

flurry of movement at a nearby flow-

live in hives like honeybees. Rather,

members of this large family include

ering creosote bush (Larrea tridentata)

a female cactus bee lives a lifestyle

mason and leafcutter bees. They are

draws my attention. Creosote is an

that includes constructing her nest

named after the materials they use for

amazing survivor of desert extremes

and raising her offspring alone. Cactus

constructing their nests. They have

and produces flowers throughout

bees are just one group of our Sonoran

large mouthparts for cutting leaves,

much of the year. Creosote’s floral

Desert’s rich solitary bee fauna that

flower petals, and wood. Leafcutting

contains approximately 1,400 species.

bees snip and remove leaf sections

A bee gathers nectar on a buttonbush
(Cephalanthus occidentalis) flower. Photo by John
Weser

As I look up from the prickly pear, a

Brood chambers are often created in wood
crevices. Photo by John Weser

resources have not gone unnoticed by
solitary bees. Twenty-two solitary bee

Before I leave my little patch of
Sonoran Desert, I stop and take time
to smell the brittlebush. My senses
fill with the sounds and movement of
bees, reminding me of the amazing
biodiversity all around me.
A bee approaches a senna (Senna covesii) flower.
Photo by John Weser
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carry plenty of pollen from one flower
to the next. The flower’s filaments
(the structure that supports the
pollen-bearing anther) bend toward
the center of the flower when touched.
This action only takes a few seconds.

Pollination

Buckwheats, such as this flat-top buckwheat, are valuable resources for native bees and other nectarfeeders. Photo by Steve Jones

By Steve Jones,
botanist

A metallic sweat bee visits a catkin flower on a
catclaw acacia. Photo by Steve Jones

A cactus bee pollinates a brown-spined prickly pear flower (Opuntia phaeacantha). Photo by Steve Jones

O

pollinators throughout most of the year.

found sleeping in its flowers.

The widespread and prolific brittlebush

Buckwheats (Eriogonum spp.)

(Encelia farinosa) flowers early in the

are common and well-known nectar

spring. Goldeneye (Bahiopsis parishii)

As the bee enters the flower, it triggers

producers. There are two species

flowers throughout the year, as does

the action. As it exits the flower after

found throughout the Preserve.

desert marigold (Baileya multiradiata).

collecting nectar, it has to force its way

The spring-flowering shrub flat-top

Turpentine bush (Ericameria laricifolia)

back through the now-closed filaments

buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum

and broom snakeweed (Gutierrezia

ur attraction to wildflowers is

dominates, its yellow flowers serve as

and becomes coated with much more

var. polifolium) has large clusters

sarothrae) are abundant in much of the

completely coincidental to the

a nearly exclusive source of food for

pollen than if the filaments had stayed

Preserve and provide nectar to local

function of their beauty. Their

digger bees.

in place. The cactus bee is a common

bees and other pollinators in the fall

visitor to all cactus flowers.

after the monsoons.

brightly colored petals exist to attract

Velvet mesquite (Prosopis

pollinators such as bees, many of

velutina), catclaw acacia (Senegalia

which coevolved with the plants being

greggii) and, in the northeastern

flower in profusion in the spring and

ones attracted to flowers. Animals that

pollinated.

portion of Scottsdale’s McDowell

summer seasons and attract many

hunt bees like the blooms too. Several

Sonoran Preserve, whitethorn acacia

bees, including the globe mallow bee.

species of crab spiders have developed

(Vachellia constricta) are also in the

A relative of the cactus bee, this bee

camouflage coloration allowing them to

bean family. All have flower clusters

specializes in visiting and pollinating

Plants such as conifers, grasses,
bursages, and jojoba skip that process.
They produce large quantities of light,
dry pollen and depend on the wind to
transport it.

A digger bee gathers nectar and pollen from
a foothill palo verde (Parkinsonia microphylla)
flower. As the animal’s name suggests, it stocks
underground nests with this food for its progeny
who will emerge the following year. Photo by
Steve Jones

But most other plants spend

Globe mallows (Sphaeralcea spp.)

(catkins) that attract native bees.
Catclaw acacia in particular has a
wonderful aroma when it flowers in

Humans and bees aren’t the only

The red-legged centris bee, also called the redeyed bee, takes nectar and pollen from a brittlebush
flower. These bees also are known to favor the
nectar-like oil produced by ratany (Krameria spp.)
flowers. Photo by Steve Jones

significant resources producing those

(Olneya tesota) trees are particularly

the late spring. If you should be lucky

of flowers above the plant for the

objects of our attraction—colorful

important to the digger bees, but also

enough to find yourself in a canyon full

convenience of visiting insects. Its

host bumblebees, sweat bees, and

of it, you’ll never forget the aroma.

smaller, fall-flowering cousin, Wright’s

flowers. Their pollen tends to be heavier
and often slightly sticky, aiding in its

leaf-cutter bees. Digger bees visit

transport from flower to flower.

saguaro blooms once the palo verde

pollen providers. The jointed cacti,

and ironwood flowering season has

chollas (Cylindropuntia spp.) and

ularly useful to many native bees. Palo

passed. In lower desert areas where

prickly pears (Opuntia spp.), all share

verde (Parkinsonia spp.) and ironwood

creosote bush (Larrea tridentata)

an important feature that ensures bees

Bean trees and shrubs are partic-
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globe mallows and can sometimes be

Cacti are important nectar and

hide in and under flowers to stalk likely
victims.

buckwheat (Eriogonum wrightii), has
fewer flowers arranged loosely along
stems, but is no less popular with bees.
Globe mallow bees specialize in pollinating globe
mallow flowers (Sphaeralcea ambigua). They are
known to sleep in the flowers. Photo by Steve Jones

Many yellow flowering members of
the daisy family attract bees and other

Look closely for the well-camouflaged crab spider
in this flower. It is making a meal of a European
honeybee. Photo by Steve Jones
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“The Earth is a fine place and worth fighting for.”
–Ernest Hemingway

Be a Conservancy Hero and
Protect the Preserve!

Three Easy Ways
to Support the
Conservancy

Shop from the comfort of your
home and earn rewards for the
McDowell Sonoran Conservancy

S

INTRODUCING

Conservancy Heros
A new membership program of the McDowell Sonoran Convervancy

using AmazonSmile. To link

cottsdale’s McDowell Sonoran Preserve is one of Scottsdale’s greatest

your Amazon purchases

treasures. It’s open for everyone to use and to reconnect with nature. As the

to the Conservancy, visit

largest urban preserve in North America, it features more than 200 miles of

smile.amazon.com and select

scenic trails filled with diverse landscapes, plants, and animals. Whether you hike,

“McDowell Sonoran Land

bike, run, or ride the trails, you are linked immediately to the life contained within our

Conservancy” from their list of

living desert.

approved charities.

More than 700,000 residents and visitors from around the world visit the
Preserve each year. Keeping the 30,500 acres of Preserve land safe and pristine

Now you can support the
Photo by Dennis Eckel.

Conservancy when you shop at
Fry’s by joining their Community
Rewards Program. Join the

Support the McDowell Sonoran Conservancy by joining Conservancy Heroes.
When you become a Hero, you commit to reducing the impact of your footprint
on Scottsdale’s McDowell Sonoran Preserve while hiking, biking, running, or
riding. Conservancy Hero dues will be utilized to repair trails, assess damage to
habitats, and provide a safe experience for all. Do your part to keep the Preserve
pristine today.

Please make checks payable to: McDowell Sonoran Conservancy.

program by visiting frysfood.
com and selecting “Fry’s

Individual Membership - $60

Community Rewards” under

Includes:

“Community” at the bottom

• One (1) Membership Card

of the page. Select “McDowell

• One (1) McDowell Sonoran
Conservancy Hero Decal

Sonoran Conservancy” from

Family Membership - $120

Name:

Includes:

Address:
email:						Phone:
Credit Card No.					Exp

/

CVC

their list of eligible organizations.

• Electronic subscription to
the Mountain Lines magazine
Brittlebush flowers glow among the boulders along on East End Trail. Photo by Dennis Eckel

• Up to four (4) Membership
Cards

is a considerable task. Yet the McDowell Sonoran Conservancy and its steward

You can create a Facebook

volunteers are the champions who do just that. They ensure our Preserve will be

fundraiser in support of the

• Up to four (4) McDowell
Sonoran Conservancy Hero
Decals

around for generations to come.

Conservancy. Just log into

• Electronic subscription to
the Mountain Lines magazine
You can also make your gift online at mcdowellsonoran.org. Thank you!

Every year close to 600 stewards donate more than 55,000 hours working to

raiser” under “Create” in the

organization that also offers educational programs, lectures, and workshops that

left column. Click “Get Started”

the whole family can enjoy at little to no cost.

then choose” McDowell

Your annual contribution of $60 per person or $120 per family helps provide ConserMcDowell Sonoran Conservancy is a non-profit 501 (c)(3): TAX ID# 86-0674350
7729 East Greenway Road, Suite 100 • Scottsdale Arizona 85260
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Facebook and click “Fund-

maintain the unique habitat. What’s more, the Conservancy is a nonprofit grassroots

But, every champion needs a hero, and you can be a Conservancy Hero today!

Phone: 480.998.7971 • mcdowellsonoran.org

Facebook
Fundraising

vancy stewards with the tools necessary to maintain the trails, patrol the lands, and
protect the animals for today and tomorrow.
Protect the Preserve! Become a Conservancy Hero today!

Sonoran Land Conservancy”
from the dropdown list under
“Nonprofit”. Share your
fundraiser with friends and
family and let them know why
you support our mission.
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How We Measure Success

Photo by Marianne Skov Jensen

From the Executive Director and the Board Chair
Evolution is a vital process to the survival of all life in our

The year of 2018 saw significant milestones for the

Sonoran Desert. It is a vital element for the McDowell

Conservancy. This included a substantial commitment

Sonoran Conservancy as well.

of financial and resource support from the Bob & Renee

Our ability to evolve to meet changes in our community,

Parsons Foundation that led to the renaming of our

our environment, and our scope has sustained the Conser-

research center as the Parsons Field Institute. The

vancy throughout our nearly three decades of existence.

generous gift from the Parsons Foundation will guarantee

The past 12 months have seen us take healthy leaps

that the Conservancy will be able to continue its scientific

forward in the evolution of our organization, our mission,

efforts for years to come. It will also equally impact our

and how we approach the essential responsibility we bear

education programs, particularly our ability to extend our

on behalf of the entire Scottsdale community.

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)

We can proudly tell you that the state of our Conservancy is strong, and that is due in very large part to you.

educational offerings to local K-12 students.
development effort and a successful annual campaign. We

to thrive and flourish. Our stewards remain the backbone

are looking ahead to our new membership program and

of our organization and our greatest resource in achieving

the fiscal support it will continue to bring in, along with our

proud of the more than 650 stewards currently invested
help of each of you, we have seen continued growth in our

the support of all who work and contribute tirelessly to our

programming and outreach efforts. We continue to innovate

preservation—our incredible stewards; our board of direc-

in the ways we approach drawing visitors to Scottsdale’s

tors; our staff; our civic, community and business partners;

McDowell Sonoran Preserve through our many offerings.

and most importantly, you.

responsibilities of our professional staff to ensure that we

We thank you sincerely for your continued support. It is
an honor to serve for, with, and alongside you.

expectations for success. By bringing additional talent and
reach in areas ranging from education, to research,
to fundraising.
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Investments

$148,343

$708,017

Richard Bourke
Chair, Board of Directors

• Provided direct education programming
for more than 1,000 K-6 students.

Contributed

Fixed
Assets

VOLUNTEER Services

$437,521
Total Assets:

$1,450,740

43% Contributions & Pledges
1%

In-Kind Donations

2% 	Program Service Revenue
and Special Events

Receivables

$139,414

Total Support and Revenue: $2,611,517

Liabilities and
Net Assets:
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities

Total Liabilities and

Justin Owen		
Executive Director

• Began receiving funding from the City
of Scottsdale for the first time in the
Conservancy’s history.

2018 Support
and Revenue:

54%

Cash

$81,677

are capable of both meeting and exceeding our board’s
experience to our team, we have been able to extend our

$17,445

Net Assets: $1,450,740

$1,369,063

Notable Achievements

as of June 30, 2018

Other Current Assets

Assets:

Even as we continue to evolve as an organization, the
Conservancy will always rely on, and sincerely appreciate,

Statement of Activities

as of June 30, 2018

increased financial support from the City of Scottsdale.

in the Conservancy’s mission and operations. With the

In addition, we have reorganized the roles and

Financial Position

We have vaulted into 2019 on the strength of a strong

Over the past year, our Conservancy family has continued

success. Our steward base continues to grow, and we are

Hikers head up the East End Trail from Windgate Pass. Photo by Dennis Eckel

2018 Expenses:

• Began certification process for
becoming the international specialist
organization in science and research.
• Grew major research projects on
preserve wildlife movement corridors,
control of invasive plant species, and
restoration of degraded habitats.
• Greatly increased community
family events and youth education
programs.

82% Program Services
12% Fundraising
6%

Administration

Total Expenses: $2,126,977
Audited financial statements available upon request.
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Science is in Our Nature, Generosity is in Yours!

T

he McDowell Sonoran

for students and families to explore,

Conservancy is grateful

connect, and understand our unique

to YOU, the individuals,

Sonoran Desert. The scientists from

community, and corporate partners

our Parsons Field Institute research

that believe in our mission to

our ecosystem to identify the rich

protect Scottsdale’s McDowell

plant and wildlife living in the

Sonoran Preserve. Your generous

Preserve. Through your generosity,

investments provide support to our

the Conservancy will continue to

volunteer stewards who devote time,

preserve and advance natural open

energy, and resources to maintain

spaces through science, education,

the land and ensure its safety.

advocacy, and access for the entire

The Conservancy Kids Programs

community. Thank you.

provide stimulating opportunities

Thank you to our Individual Conservancy Coalition Donors for your gifts and
pledges received from January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018.

Conservancy
Coalition
Champions
The McDowell
Sonoran
Conservancy
appreciates the
extraordinary
support from the
Coalition Champion
level donors. Your
contribution and
leadership is vital
to the ongoing
capacity building of
the Conservancy’s
strategic goals and
mission.

Photo by Marianne Skov Jensen
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McDowell Sonoran Conservancy Coalition Donors

CHAMPIONS ($10,000)
Bob and Hazel Clayton
Marianne Jensen
Dennis and Jeanie Miller
Roger and Patricia Riepe
Don and Ginia Shawl
Theodore Stephan
Bob Vincent

LEADER $5,000-$9,999
Jim and Jeanine Allsup
Philip and Lydia Bell
Craig and Suzy Bruya
Bob and Gail Buuck
Rich and Gloria Cochran
Richard and Lynn Mushorn
Bob Nyman
Harold Oberkfell
Donald Pompliano and Kathleen
Taylor
Art and Ginger Ranz
Richard and Susan Rogel
Jack Salisbury and Leslie Dashew
Craig and Karen Stull
John and Lynn White

ADVOCATE ($2,500-$4,999)
Jeff and Debbie Andrews
Richard Bourke
John and Peggy Chamberlain
Rick and Judy Cooper
Tia Cottey
Robert Damico
Georgianna Decker
John and Kristin DeWulf
Gasper and Laura Genovese
Dan and Elaine Gruber
John and Robbi Henrickson
Greg and Kathy Kruzel
Don and Cindy Martin
Clifford Paul
Floyd and Lynne Russell
Jimmy and Nancy Tillinghast

GUARDIAN ($1,000-$2,499)
Andrea Aker
Ron and Lois Behm
Jane Brady
Arthur and Carol Brandon

Katherine Brown
Steve and Joanne Brown
Donald and Peggy Burton
Jim and Pamela Chamberlain
David Clay
Martin Collick and Janice Holden
Stephen and Catherine Coluccio
Steve and Alexi Conine
Carl and Judith Cummins
Jack and Agnes Dover
Judy Falk
Nigel and Jeanne Finney
Aron and Stacy Fischer
Gary and Linda Gerschke
Kevin and Julie Grady
Daniel Halcik Jr
Burton and Virginia Halpern
Tom and Sally Hartley
David and Bridget Hay
Lloyd and Faith Henson
Margaret Hobart
Jerry and Helen Holden
Michael and Julieta Hughes
Gretchen Ishler
Joseph and Carol Lizzadro
Dave Lorenz
Jeff and Arlee Lund
Lee and Nancy Lundy
Judy Lynn
George and Susan Mitchell
Brian Nally
Sean O’Brien
George and Linda Parkins
Art Pearce II
William and Karen Powell
Ralph and Jean Quinsey
Frank Romaglia and B.J. Tatro
Bill Rupert and Mary Ann Cole
Ed and Jackie Smock
Paul and Mary Staker
Patricia Stark
Jim and Linda Stinson
Thomas and Karen Stutz
Steve and Max Sukenik
Dale Suran and Delores Rodman
Judith Travers
Toni Vallee
Dan and Tara Welker
Tim and Kristina Woods

ALLY ($250-$999)
Dale and Marie Andres
Ralph Andres and Ellen AndresSchneider
Jeffrey and Gretchen Barylak
Robert and Sandra Batie
William and Kathleen Beck
Charles Bock
Thomas and Victoria Brady
Donald and Claudia Brockway
Richard Buchbinder
David Buell
Steven Buller and Anne Walsh
Bob and Tomi Burnand
Robert and Janet Casciola
John Cassidy
John Caviness
Scot Claus
Kendal Cormany
Chris and Lana Crum
Doug Diehl
Robert and Sandra Dixon
Shawna Dodds
Glenn Duckworth
Paul and Edith Duckworth
Barbara Duell
David Duffee
Melanie Eberle
Con and Joy Englehorn
Bonnie Ewald
Franco and Mary Farina
Mike and Jen Felker
Donald and Diane Field
Kim Fieldstad
Michael Fitzgibbons
Dave and Martha Fogler
Jim and Lynda Frantz
Michael and Angela Frazier
Roger and Ethel Freeman
Chet and Veronica Fuller
Dale and Mary Gardon
Jacques Giard and Mercedes
Bellam
Mitch and Yann Glicksman
Edward and Elizabeth Goff
Henry Graef
Michael and Martha Green
Jerry and Monique Greene
Chuck and Carol Gwyn

Stephen and Eleanor Hammerman
Jim and Dale Hardt
Jonathan and Nancy Harris
Peter Haverkampf
Karl Haviland
Tom Heideman and Cheryl
Thomsen
Bill Heob and Cheryl Runge
Michael and Marianne Hermann
William and Diana Herron
John and Sandra Holmes
Ann Houser
Cindie Hubiak
Albert Ingallinera Jr
Elaine Isbell
Guy and Nancy Jackson
Eric and Debbie Jensen
Francie John
Bertrand and Beth Kaper
Kelly Karbon
Doug and Mandy King
Ron and Cheryl Komo
Mike Levenson
Jason Leveridge
Bob and Shari Levitan
Tony and Mary Ann Limauro
Ralph and Christine Lipfert
William and Gerry Lloyd
Don and Julie Losasso
Roger and Barbara Lurie
Eric Malmberg
Leonard and Lindy Marcisz
Micah and Angelique Martin
Mary Martuscelli
John and Loretta McEnroe
Peggy McNamara
Carl Mealha
Don Meserve and Cathy Hart
Paul and Cora Messinger
Barbara Miller
David and Sharon Miller
Thomas and Lisa Miller
Barbara Montgomery-Ratcliff
Don Mowry
Mike and Katie Mueller
Brian and Nina Munson
James Nafziger
Harvey Nagin
Howard Nathan
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McDowell Sonoran Conservancy Coalition Donors

Photo by Marianne Skov Jensen

Owen and Doris Jean Newlin
Doug Newton
John and Linda Oliver
Denise Ortgies-Jones
Ralph and Leslie Papetti
Rick and Fran Pearce
Russ and Mika Perry
Gregory Pishko and Taryl O’Shea
Steven Power
Robert and Sheila Press
Carol Ann Quinn and Anne Fleming
Richard and Leanne Reel
Jim Reeves
Trina Riggle
Scott and Catherine Roberts
Bob Roliardi
Adam Rosenberg
Detlef and Astrid Rostock
Scott and Rachel Sahlman
Luke Salisbury
Pamela Schembs
Greg Schlessinger
Ellen Schoenbeck
T.A. and Julie Shover
Anil and Holly Shrikhande
John and Charlotte Silvester
Denis and Mary Slawsby
David and Diana Smith
Joe and Madonna Smyth
Chris and Liz Sokolowski
Tracey Specter
Randy and Cheryl Stabler
Tim and Kay Stringari
Jim and Laurel Strohmeyer
Dennis and Kay Suchomel
James and Katherine Swartz
Scott and Betsy Thornton
Ed and Karen Turner
Byron Ubernosky
Steven Ulrich
Rich and Kathy Umfrid
Rainer and Marie Von Minden
Kendal Wade and Marion Paul
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Douglas and Linda Watson
John Webster and Cynthia Oberg
John and Shirley Weis
Robert and Patricia Welborn
Sylvia Wermes
Michael White
Linda Whitehead
Michael and Solange Whitehead
David and Natalie Williams
Steve and Elizabeth Young
Joe and Madonna Zazzera
Reed and Patti Ziegler

FRIEND ($25-249)
Salvador and Nancy Abeyta
Ann Adams
Judith Adler
Tom Alberg and Laura Kossan
Patrick Allen and Jakki Casey
Rich and Sharon Allen
Dave Alpern
Stuart Alt
Ray Althaus
John Altorfer
K. Tucker and Karen Anderson
Richard Andersen
Jim Andrews and Susie Sacks
Joseph and Barbara Anshell
Lisa Anthony
Bradshaw and Jenny Armendt
J. Stephen Arnold
Paul Arnold
Ralph and Susan Aufheimer
Danforth and Gail Austin
Martin and Glenna Babst
Mike and Gail Baer
Karen Bagnato
Franklin Bambach and Jane von
Schilling
Matthew and Dawn Barcellona
Ok Yol Barrett
David and Barbara Barrs
Robert and Janice Batt
Brian and Jeanne Batzli
Nordon and Alice Bauder
Ronald and Annie Baxter
Donita Beckham
Judi Bedford
Richard Bednarski and Alice
Hamrick
David Bellama and Nancy
McCharen
Alexander Belotz

Bill Bennett
Jeffrey Berg and Debra Paget
Charles and Myrna Berger
Lisa Berman
Bill and Elma Bernert
Donald Bierman and Nancy Howe
Joe and Nancy Bill
Thomas Bingel
Kathy Bird
Caroline Bissell
Norman Bizon
Christine Blunt
Billy and Debra Bodnar
Linda Bommarito
Lori Booth-Houle
Tom and Holly Borgman
Mike and Laura Bourdo
Steve and Stephanie Bradley
Amy Braun
Greg and Louise Bridges
Betsy Bro
Nancy Broadbent
Ann Broadwell
Anna-Lisa Bruce
Jack and Sheila Buchanan
Robert and Roberta Buchanan
Arnold and Ginger Buchman
Wayne and Shelley Bumgardner
David Bunce
Paul and Bonnie Bunning
Louis Burgess and Joanne Rother
John and Julie Burgraff
Thomas Burke
Helgard Burri
Rick Burris
Mary Burritt
Brian and Carolyn Butler
Barbara Calderon
Sam Campana
Bradley and Joann Campbell
James and Debra Campbell
Howard and Carol Caplan
Hal Carlson
Warren and Wanda Carlson
Klaudene Carranza
Cindy Carter
Bill and Sue Cartmell
Susan Casaway
Thomas Castleberry
Tom and Lori Cecil
Andy Chandler and Lynn Ross
Pete and Diana Chasar
Bob and Kim Chmel

Charles Christensen
Pamela Chu
John and Eugenia Clark
David Clavelle
Ronald Clifton and Cathy Ainsworth
Gary and Susan Cline
Steven and Beth Cole
Joe Colianni
Peter and Marty Collins
Louis and Patricia Comus
Nancy Conover
Bob and Connie Conway
Mary Conway
Gene and Michele Cornelius
William Corrigan and Ann Phillips
Corrigan
Paul and Elaine Cottey
Nicholas and Lauren Coury
Kevin Craigo
Bob Crawford
Michelle Cross
Bluebird and Shirley Crossman
Diane Cusack
Terry and April D’Evelyn
Reidun Daeffler
Richard and Doris Dale
David and Karen Davis
Mike Deadrick
Nicholas and Joanne Desien
David and Ruth Dexter
James Dickover
Jan Dolan
Brent and Sara Donaldson
Michael and Sondra Dorman
Jeff Drobinsky
Kirsten Dummer
Jeff and Joanne DuPilka
Terry Dykshorn
David and Rita Edge
Fred and Suki Edwards
Rebecca Edwards
Linda Eikenberry
Janie Ellis Jones
Sajesh Enampurath
Geriann Engle
John and Juanita Enkoji
Harvey and Iris Epstein
Stephen and Laurel Epstein
Shirley Eyden
Gary Ezzell
Iris Feldman
Kathleen Ferayorni
Edward and Gail Ferguson

McDowell Sonoran Conservancy Coalition Donors

Steven and Karen Fiala
Steven Fields
Michael Fiflis and Alisa McMahon
Bernie Finkel
Michael and Nancy Finnegan
Bruce and Sharon Fitts
Carol Fleming
Woo Fogel
Larry and Monica Foster
Peer and Barbara Frank
John Franklin
Nancy Freeman
Robert Freund
Audrey Friedman Koenigsberg
Colin and Dee Gardner
Rose Mary Gardner
Donald Gelfand
Joseph and Elaine Geoghegan
Anjelica Giardino
Julie Giglio
John and Jill Gilbert
Troy Gillenwater
Jane Gladwin
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Corporate and Foundation Partners
CHAMPION ($10,000+)

GUARDIAN ($1,000-$2,499)

FRIEND ($25-249)

APS/Pinnacle West Capital Corp
Bob and Renee Parsons Foundation
City of Scottsdale
Cox Communications
David Nathan Meyerson Foundation
Fred Runnels Padgett Charitable Foundation
James C. and Norma I. Smith Foundation
Robert D. Fisher Foundation Inc.
Thunderbirds Charities

American Seniors Living
AZ Community Fund
Arizona Department of Forestry & Fire
Management
Arizona Hughes and Bufka Family Fund
Berry Family Trust
Dominant Events LLC
Environmental Fund for Arizona
Fidelity Charitable Gift Program
Fifth Generation Inc.
Moeller Foundation
T. Rowe Price Program for Charitable Giving
Woodward Fund

Aetna Foundation
APS Matching Gifts Program
Bassett-Stern Charitable Fund
Bill Muster Foundation
Binder Family Fund
C & D Melamut Living Trust
Chubb Charitable Foundation
CORFAC International
Cornell University
Dennis Goldman Trust
Desert Foothills Jewish Community
Association
Desperados Trail Scouts
Employers Council
GM Alumni Club of Arizona
Jewish Community Federation
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Larson Revocable Living Trust
Leslie Grinker Living Trust
McDowell Park Association
MLC Charitable Fund
Rick Scott & Associates
Sabol Agency
Schlein Foundation, Inc
Smith Appellate Law Firm
Spectrum Legal & Consulting
Walkie Talkies
Woo Family Trust

LEADER ($5,000-$9,999)
Arby’s/FX4B LLC
DC Ranch Rommunity Council
Nature Conservancy
Northern Trust
TD Ameritrade
Vanguard Group Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wespac Construction

ADVOCATE ($2,500-$4,999)
Arizona Community Foundation
Faye & Lee Alport Foundation
Itron Community Investment
Mann/Morgan Charitable Foundation
Rhode Island Foundation
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ALLY ($250-$999)
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Contreras State Farm Agency
Goldberg Family Multi-Generational Fund
Intel Volunteer Grant Program
James N. Smith Revocable Trust
Jewish Federation of Metro Chicago
Nationwide Foundation
Northern Trust Charitable Giving Program
Raymond James Global
Rick and Christine Kovach Trust
Rio Verde Horsemen’s Association
Schwab Charitable
SWCA
Twins & Co. Reality, LLC
U.S. Bank Foundation
Vig McDowell Mountain
Winston Foundation
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7729 East Greenway Road
Suite 100
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
Connect with us:

This wonderful panorama is from the scenic viewpoint on the east side of Granite Mountain Loop Trail. Photo by Dennis Eckel

